
The Weekly Catch
Updates and information you don't want to miss!

🏆SmartZone Award
Steelhead Recognized by MCSB
We are excited to receive the SmartZone Award from Michigan Celebrates Small

Business (MCSB)! This recognition is a testament to our commitment to innovation,

excellence, and revolutionizing the surface finishing process.

LEARN MORE

The Job Shop Playbook
The Job Shop Playbook is the first-of-its-kind guide designed specifically for the

metal finishing industry and includes insider secrets from industry experts to
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transform job shops into profit-generating machines. Hard copies will be available

for sale on Amazon in June!

 

Newsletter subscribers can download a digital, early-release copy for FREE! 

DOWNLOAD NOW

Welcome to Steelhead!
We are excited for Glen and Leander to join our A-Team!
 

Glen joined Steelhead as a Software Engineer, bringing a wealth of experience in

Computer Science and Engineering, integrating complex systems and delivering

high-performance tools directly to clients.
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Leander recently graduated from Michigan Tech as a Mechanical Engineer and will

be working out of the Brighton, MI office as a Deployment Engineer.

Articles
This week's articles highlight how to evaluate job shop software to catch the most

benefits and profitability possible. We also focus on the shipping and receiving

process.



News & Events
Women in Finishing
One of our values at Steelhead is "Creating Memorable Experiences" and our team

lived these values at CCAI's Women in Finishing event in Pittsburg!
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MTI's Heat Treat Spring Conference
Steelhead attended MTI's Spring Conference in Naples, Florida where we learned

from many heat treat job shop leaders and what they really want out of their plant

operating systems... and we are excited to welcome them to Steelhead! 🤝



Call for Topics
Pitch your ideas!
Looking for more information, data, or insights about a particular topic but don't have

time to do the research yourself? Let us help! Just respond to this email with your

topic request and we will make sure to include it in an upcoming blog or newsletter.
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